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the next issue relates to the number of instrument sounds that are included with finale 24.
previously, finale had a library of just under 200 instruments. now, the garritan library has been

expanded and, in addition to a number of new ones, there are also some older instruments that have
been retouched and expanded. so, you get to the same overall number of sounds, just in a different
range of packages. that brings us nicely to the final change. finale has always been able to load into
its gui from midi files, provided that they are in midi xl format. for those who have been playing with
finale using the midi (and midi 32) storage format, it is not clear when this facility will be removed.

however, it is clear that all the midi files that are imported into finale now use the midi xl format. so,
if you had something like the trinity songwriter database (tnt songwriter) then it should now load in
with finale. however, there is also a catch. the midi files that are imported into finale now have to be
in a special format, called fx2, which is a new midi format created by makemusic. fx2 is really just a

compressed version of midi that is specifically designed to work with finale and the garritan
instruments. this means that, if you wish to use these instruments, then you will need to have some
way of importing fx2 files into your daw or sequencer. the finale user interface is for the most part
unchanged, though the look is now slightly more mature. it still requires a couple of minutes to get
to grips with, but it provides a simple but comprehensive record of all of your music and provides a
variety of tools for creating, printing and publishing. you can easily create your own templates and

easily apply them to new projects. you can also easily change the look of the user interface in a wide
variety of ways.
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